Abstract-Radiances measured by satellite radiometers are often subject to biases due to limitations in their radiometric calibration. In support of the Global Space-based Inter-Calibration System project, to improve the quality of calibrated radiances from atmospheric sounders and imaging radiometers, an activity is underway to compare routinely measured radiances with those simulated from operational global numerical weather prediction (NWP) fields. This paper describes the results obtained from the first three years of these comparisons. Data from the Highresolution Infrared Radiation Sounder, Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager, Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer, Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit, and Microwave Humidity Sounder radiometers, together with the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder, a spectrometer, and the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer, an interferometer, were included in the analysis. Changes in mean biases and their standard deviations were used to investigate the temporal stability of the bias and radiometric noise of the instruments. A double difference technique can be employed to remove the effect of changes or deficiencies in the NWP model which can contribute to the biases. The variation of the biases with other variables is also investigated, such as scene temperature, scan angle, location, and time of day. Many of the instruments were shown to be stable in time, with a few exceptions, but measurements from the same instrument on different platforms are often biased with respect to each other. The limitations of the polar simultaneous nadir overpasses often used to monitor biases between polar-orbiting sensors are shown with these results due to the apparent strong dependence of some radiance biases on scene temperature.
Monitoring Satellite Radiance Biases
Using NWP Models
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE operational assimilation of satellite radiances in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models provides a continuous record of the difference between the measured radiances and the equivalent simulated values computed from model fields coupled with a radiative transfer (RT) model. These differences can be due to biases in the instrument calManuscript received February 9, 2012 ibration or anomalies in the instrument operation which are information of value to space agencies, if available in near real time. They can also be due to the NWP models which can have consistent biases in their representation of the atmosphere/ surface (e.g., water vapor concentration and surface skin temperature), but these biases do not change rapidly in time except when linked to the diurnal cycle. Also, but to a lesser extent, the RT model used to simulate the radiances may introduce a bias particularly for broad spectral channels where the fast RT model assumptions start to break down. These NWP and RT model biases should, in general, remain the same for different instruments with channels at similar wavelengths and so should cancel out when the biases between two instruments inferred from the same NWP system are differenced. It is only when interpreting the absolute value of the observed-simulated radiance biases that the model biases need to be considered. For temperature sounding channels with weighting functions which peak in the troposphere, the simulations should be accurate to better than 1 K for current state-of-the-art NWP and RT models, but for water vapor channels, the 3-D representation of water vapor in NWP models is known to have biases in some regions [1] . Before assimilation in a variational analysis which assumes unbiased Gaussian statistics, these biases have to be removed using a correction scheme [2] , [3] . To calculate the effects of other gases (e.g., ozone), only climatological mean profiles are used in most NWP models, and so, large biases are to be expected in the model simulations of channels which are affected by these trace gases.
One of the objectives of the Global Space-based InterCalibration System (GSICS) [4] is to understand the nature of the biases seen in radiances measured by satellite instruments. These include radiometers, spectrometers, and interferometers, with the two latter sensors providing much higher spectral resolution. These biases can be due to uncertainties in the calibration of the sensor and can vary with time on orbital, daily, and seasonal timescales. The current approach of comparing the filter radiometers [e.g., the High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) and the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI)] with high-spectral-resolution spectrometers or interferometers [e.g., the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) and the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI)] for simultaneous near-nadir overpasses (SNOs) has been used with some success [5] - [7] , but the area and time window available for these coincidences is very limited. Recent studies have shown [8] that the limited highlatitude SNOs from polar-orbiting satellites do not provide an adequate sampling of the instrument biases for a full range of atmospheric conditions. SNOs do, however, allow comparisons 0196-2892/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE over a much wider range of scene temperatures than what is possible with clear-sky-only comparisons. Other studies using vicarious calibration from fixed test sites have also been made [9] , but they suffer from limited sampling of the scene temperatures.
Any nonlinearities in the radiometric calibration or similar effects result in intersatellite biases which can vary with scene temperature and, hence, latitude. By comparing not only the radiances themselves but also their biases, determined by comparisons with radiances simulated from a global NWP model, more can be learned about their global nature [10] , [11] . In addition, the biases computed inherently take into account differences due to spectral responses varying between common channels as the RT model calculation takes account of this. For climate applications, it has been stated [12] that an absolute calibration accuracy must be less than 0.1 K in order to be able to unambiguously determine trends. It is crucial for climate monitoring and also beneficial for NWP that we understand the characteristics of these radiance biases, and the GSICS program [13] is focused on providing some new information in this area. Before Fundamental (level 1) and Thematic (level 2) Climate Data Records are produced from the radiances, any biases must be characterized and removed. This paper describes some results over a period of three years from November 2008 to November 2011 when the biases of a number of instruments compared with simulations from the Met Office global NWP model were analyzed. The fast RT model coupled with the Met Office unified global NWP model is described in Section II, the satellite data and processing are outlined in Section III, the methodology to compute the biases is given in Section IV, and an analysis of the results is provided in Section V followed by a summary.
II. NWP AND RT MODEL DESCRIPTION
The NWP suite used for computing the simulated satellite radiances is the global version of the Unified Model (UM) at the Met Office used operationally for its weather forecasting and climate modeling applications [14] , [15] . A diverse range of observations from in situ and satellite systems is assimilated in the 4-D variational analysis [16] used to define the initial atmospheric state for the forecast runs.
The background profile values, from a 6-h forecast off the most recent analysis, on the model grid are interpolated to the observation location and time. The model variables required for the calculation are profiles of temperature, water vapor concentration, ozone concentration, surface temperature (2 m and skin), wind speed (over ocean only), and surface pressure. Ozone, which affects some channels, is only represented by a climatological distribution [17] which is based on a reference profile (to give the vertical distribution) in the UM and then scaled by the 70-hPa temperature to give a total column amount. This scaling is based on a regression of six years of ozone retrievals with 70-hPa temperatures for each month. There is no active representation of other trace gases, which are assumed to have a fixed concentration in the RT calculations, or aerosols in the data assimilation at present. The assumed CO 2 concentration was for the year 2005. The lack of accurate ozone profile information in reality affects only one set of channels used in this study around 1039 cm −1 as shown in the sensitivity analysis to ozone in the right-hand column of Table I . All other effects from trace gases should be well below 0.1 K for the channels selected for this study. The only other factor will be the extinction caused by high aerosol concentrations, although, for major outbreaks, all the cloud detection schemes will identify these radiances as cloud contaminated.
The operational sea surface temperature (SST) and sea-ice analysis [18] is used to define the skin temperature over the ocean, but no allowance is made for the cooling of the skin at night (∼0.15 K) or any warming due to diurnal thermoclines in the day. The model forecast profiles of temperature, humidity, ozone, and surface parameters at the observation locations are input to radiative transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) version 7, the fast RT model [19] used to compute the required radiances for the channels of interest for a specific instrument. It is important that the same version of the RT model is used throughout to ensure a consistent calculation of the simulated radiances. Broadband channels (e.g., SEVIRI 3.9-μm channel) can have biases introduced by the RT model due to the fast model assumptions breaking down. Over the ocean, the infrared (IR) surface emissivity was computed from the infrared for surface emissivity model [20] which is part of RTTOV. Over the land, an emissivity of 0.98 was used, irrespective of wavelength and location, and over sea ice, a value of 0.99 was chosen. For the microwave instruments, fast emissivity model version 2 (FASTEM-2) [21] was used to compute the emissivities over ocean, and values of 0.95 are assumed over land and first-year ice and 0.84 for multiyear ice.
Uncertainties in the surface skin temperature (and emissivity) from the NWP model can introduce significant biases in the RT simulations, but these will affect different instruments in the same way. In most cases for the surface sensing channels, only biases over the cloud-free ocean are presented here as they are expected to be small (< 0.1 K), although biases over land can also be analyzed with the data set collected.
The operational UM and data assimilation systems are periodically updated to introduce improvements. There were several changes made which could affect the radiances simulated from the model fields which are listed in Table II . The impact of some of these changes will be seen in the analysis of the biases presented hereinafter. Although the absolute bias of some channels may be affected, all instruments with similar channels will be affected in the same way.
The assimilation of satellite radiances in a variational data assimilation system requires that the radiances are unbiased with respect to the model background. As a result, the Met Office has developed a bias correction scheme based on the Harris and Kelly [2] methodology as described in [22] and [23] . This is applied to all the radiance sensors currently being assimilated at the Met Office which include advanced TIROS operational vertical sounder (ATOVS), AIRS, IASI, and SEVIRI. A suite of programs is run every model cycle (6 h) to generate observed-background clear-sky radiances (hereafter referred to as O-B), where the background radiances are radiances generated from a 6-h forecast set of profiles from the previous analysis of the UM and the observed radiances are the observed top-of-atmosphere radiances. Both the observed and background radiances are converted into equivalent sensors were included as indicated in Table III , but the routine monitoring for these sensors did not begin until August 2010. The sources of the data are also indicated in Table III . Note that only the global data sets are included here, not the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) rebroadcast or EUMETSAT Advanced Retransmission Service data or locally received high resolution picture transmission/high rate information transmission data. The channels which were included in the analysis for each of the IR instruments are defined in Table I using the normal channel numbering convention for each instrument. The criterion for the selection of the IASI and AIRS channels was proximity to the HIRS and/or SEVIRI channels so that comparisons could be made between different instruments at similar wavelengths. Note that the AIRS or IASI radiances were not integrated over the HIRS-channel spectral responses as the aim was to monitor the stability of the individual channel radiances.
The Meteosat SEVIRI data set received on EUMETCAST includes all pixels, covers the full Earth disk seen by SEVIRI, and contains counts and calibration coefficients. Data during the eclipse periods are removed for slots ±1 h from midnight to avoid spurious biases from solar radiation intrusions into the radiometer. The data set used for this study samples every fourth pixel and scan line, and a cloud detection scheme [24] is used at the Met Office for generating its clear-sky and cloud products for NWP assimilation and nowcasting applications. Very occasionally, gaps for a single slot in the SEVIRI radiance time series occur, which is thought to be due to missing data segments.
The global polar orbiter data are received from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service and EUMETSAT as calibrated radiances and processed to a common field of view by the ATOVS and Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) Pre-Processing Package (AAPP) software provided by the NWP SAF for ATOVS and IASI [25] . The radiances (which have had a correction applied to remove the mean bias) are then passed through a 1 dimensional variational analysis (1D-Var) preprocessor which allows a quality control check and a cloud cost to be computed based on a Bayesian cloud test [26] using only IR channels for IASI and HIRS and a separate cloud test for AIRS [27] . The IASIchannel subset is taken from the clearest of the four fields of view within the corresponding Metop-A Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) field of view. The AIRS radiances are taken from the warmest field of view within an Aqua AMSU-A field of view. One source of possible bias is due to undetected cloud in the measured radiances, and so, for this study, it is important to have very strict cloud detection criteria. As a check on the removal of cloudy pixels, histograms of the clear-sky radiances were examined and were shown to be Gaussian in shape and did not exhibit a "cold tail." AATSR radiances are averaged values over 10-arc-minute cells, and only cloud-free data are provided in the data sets (nominally for SST retrievals) using the method described in [28] . For each averaged radiance, the number of cloud-free pixels in the grid box is also provided. Although the data are cloud cleared, experience has shown from the SST retrievals that a more rigorous cloud check is desirable. Additional cloudy flags for the cell are set if the number of clear pixels is less than 15% of the maximum possible number of pixels in the 10-arcminute cell (nadir view) or less than 10% (forward view). This is consistent with the operational AATSR SST processing at the Met Office [29] . The maximum number of pixels in a cell is latitude dependent. An additional AATSR cloud detection O-B test is included as some pixels over uniform low stratus cloud were remaining undetected. If the O−B value is less than −4 K for the 11-and 12-μm channels, then the data are flagged as cloudy, but this only rejected a few more pixels in persistently cloudy areas. Both the nadir-and forward-view AATSR radiances are included in the monitoring and kept separate to allow statistics for both sets to remain independent. Note that ENVISAT overpass time is in a morning orbit similar to that of Metop-A. In late October 2010, there was a change to the ENVISAT orbit which resulted in a gap in the data stream of about a week, but the quality of the data after the maneuver appeared to be maintained. There is a climate-quality AATSR data set generated under the (A)ATSR reprocessing for climate project [30] , but this is only available for historical data at present and so could not be used for this analysis.
The Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) and Microwave Humidity Sounder (MHS) preprocessing, in common with HIRS, uses the AAPP software [25] . The calibrated AMSU/MHS radiances are all mapped to the HIRS fields of view, and tests are applied to identify those affected by hydrometeors and complex surfaces in the microwave. A scattering index and minimizing a cost function are used to identify microwave "clear-sky" fields of view.
Only radiances which have passed the quality control checks and converged in 1D-Var are used for computing the O−B bias. For this study, variables such as incidence angle, latitude, and longitude are all stored with each observation in the bias data sets to enable the required analysis. These data sets have been generated from November 19, 2008 (just before the Meteosat-9 SEVIRI decontamination was performed), up to December 1, 2011, for all sensors except AMSU/MHS and the AATSR instruments which started from August/September 2010. The processing is now continuing as part of the EUMETSAT NWP SAF activities. AATSR data collection ceased on April 8, 2012 , when all contact with the ENVISAT satellite was lost.
IV. METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS
The overall technique of using NWP models to monitor radiance biases is outlined in recent papers [10] , [31] , where this technique is applied to AVHRR and Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer radiances, respectively. In summary, the mean bias referred to here as O−B can be given for a channel n averaged over the region of interest for instrument j as
where the number of quality-controlled clear-sky radiances y n in the region is k and H n (x i ) is the RT model using the background model state x i for observation i. For another instrument m with a similar channel n , we have for an observation i
If the center wavelengths of the channels are similar and the atmospheric absorption and surface emissivity are not changing rapidly with wavelength, we can assume that the bias from the model simulations will be the same. Assuming that they are the same, we can then do a double difference between different sensors
where D j−m should be independent of any biases from the NWP and RT models and relate to the instrument biases either through errors in the calibration of the instruments or through the spectral response of the channel. In addition to the bias, the variance of the O−B differences over the region of interest can also be computed. If the model background errors are stable and small enough (e.g., < 0.5 K rms for temperature profiles), this can, in some cases, be a • to −60 • latitude), and the SEVIRI area defined by the area of the Earth's disk viewed by SEVIRI up to incidence angles of 68
• . Table IV lists 
A. Annual Global Means
The number of observations recorded for each sensor is documented in Table V . Currently, over 10 8 observations for each sensor are included in the global data sets, and so, the statistical uncertainty is negligible even after binning the data. Note that, for those shortwave channels affected by solar radiation during the day, only the nighttime data are used in the statistics here as no fast forward model for the reflected solar component was available.
The overall O−B statistics for 2010 for each of the IR radiometers are plotted in Fig. 1 for channels closest to the HIRS channel as defined in Table I . The global mean biases over the sea for each of the HIRS and corresponding SEVIRI and AATSR channels are plotted in Fig. 1 and also tabulated in Tables VI-VIII. The main points to note are as follows.
1) With the exception of the ozone channels (denoted channel 9), the SEVIRI 13.4-μm CO 2 channels (HIRS channel 7), and 3.9-μm window channels (HIRS channel 19), all the biases with respect to the NWP model are less than ±1.5 K. 2) The large bias for the SEVIRI 13.4-μm CO 2 channel (HIRS channel 7) is explained hereinafter. For the 3.9-μm channel (HIRS channel 19), this is partly due to a bias from the fast RT model as the channel has a very broad spectral response compared to the corresponding HIRS channel. 3) Most of the HIRS-channel biases are similar for each instrument with the exception of channels 13 and 16 on NOAA-17 and channel 1 on NOAA-19. 4) Although not shown, the biases in 2009 were very similar to those in 2010 except for the biases of the NOAA-17 HIRS longwave stratospheric sounding channels which have progressively increased (become more negative) with time. 5) The two AATSR channels plotted show lower biases and standard deviations (Fig. 2) than the corresponding HIRS/SEVIRI channels, demonstrating the value in using this instrument as the reference and also suggesting that the HIRS and SEVIRI biases may be instrument related rather than model related or their O-B statistics are both more affected by residual cloud. 6) The magnitude of the biases between sensors is an order of magnitude larger than the specified requirement of < 0.1 K for climate applications.
The standard deviation of the global O-B differences is plotted in Fig. 2 , and here, with the exception of NOAA-17 HIRS channel 1, all instruments are in agreement, with the model error dominating for the ozone (HIRS channel 9) and water vapor channels (HIRS channels 11 and 12). The noise on the HIRS channel 1 on NOAA-17 in 2010 has increased from 2009 by 50%. This shows that the NOAA-17 HIRS detector or filter response is changing with time, making it difficult to use the longwave CO 2 channels. However, the other channels were still performing well after ten years in orbit.
AIRS and IASI radiance biases for clear sky over the ocean for the channels in Table I are plotted in Fig. 3 (bias) and Fig. 4 (standard deviation) with biases for 2009 and 2010 plotted separately. As for HIRS with a few exceptions mentioned hereinafter, all the biases are ±1 K or less, and the biases for AIRS and IASI are similar at the same frequencies, suggesting that they are probably due to the NWP or RT model. The AIRS and IASI channels at 668 cm −1 have larger bias and standard deviation due to their peaking high in the stratosphere where the model error in temperature is larger. The effect of an increase in the number of NWP model levels (50 to 70 levels) is also shown with a significant reduction in the bias and standard deviation for 2010. As the channels for the two advanced IR sounders are not identical, the biases cannot be expected to be exactly the same particularly for the high-peaking channels in rapidly changing spectroscopy. The standard deviation of the IASI channels in the longwave CO 2 band (< 900 cm −1 ) is slightly less than that of the corresponding AIRS channels except at 668 cm −1 where the model error dominates. In contrast, the standard deviation of the IASI channels in the shortwave CO 2 band (> 2000 cm −1 ) is significantly higher than that of the corresponding AIRS channels. In some cases, this is due to high-peaking channels being sensitive to the larger NWP model temperature biases, and in other cases, it is due to the higher radiometric noise of IASI compared to AIRS at these wavelengths.
For the ozone channels, the bias and standard deviation are similar to those of the HIRS/SEVIRI ozone channels due to the unrepresentative ozone profile assumed in the RT model as also observed with the radiometer biases in Figs. 1 and 2 .
B. Time Series
The stability of the radiometer measurements over time is important to determine for NWP, reanalysis, and climate monitoring applications. Time series plots of global mean O-B values are one way to determine the stability particularly if the double difference is employed to remove the effect of model changes.
An example of the time series of global mean O-B values for the SEVIRI 13.4-μm CO 2 channels of all the IR sensors is shown in Fig. 5 for clear-sky ocean radiances averaged over the SEVIRI full-disk area. The start of this plot is just before the SEVIRI radiometer was heated up to remove accumulated ice on the detectors in late November 2008. The sudden change in the O-B bias of +0.7 K after the decontamination is evident, followed by the drift in the bias during the subsequent two and a half years from −1 K to −2.9 K probably due to the buildup of water ice on the optics/detector [32] . The increase in bias is not uniform, and during certain periods, the change in bias is faster than others. This makes its use for climate monitoring, data assimilation, and cloud detection problematic unless an adaptive bias correction is used for this channel. The spectral response of the channel will also change with the ice buildup which will make the channel sensitive to a different level in the atmosphere, also potentially contributing to the bias and a height error in the peak of the Jacobian. The bias of the other HIRS 13.3-μm channels and corresponding AIRS and IASI channels also plotted in Fig. 5 shows a gradual change in the bias of about −0.3 K over three years. This is due to the assumption of a fixed CO 2 mixing ratio in the RT model, whereas in reality, the CO 2 concentration has increased by 1.5% over the period. Simulations show that, for a +6-ppmv increase in CO 2 (the increase from 2009 to 2011), the HIRS-channel-7 brightness temperature decreases by 0.1 K, which is less than that observed, whereas the SEVIRI-channel-11 brightness temperature decreases by only 0.08 K. It is worth noting that all the HIRS instruments have similar biases but IASI has a more positive bias which is closer to zero, and this may be due to the fact that it is more sensitive to the lower atmospheric layers than the other instruments. Fig. 6 shows a plot for the SEVIRI 6.2-μm water vapor channel and the corresponding HIRS channel (12) . Here, the biases of both channels vary significantly over the period due to changing biases in the NWP model upper tropospheric water vapor concentration, but both instruments follow each other. The double difference in the lower panel is stable between SEVIRI and HIRS. The sudden change in bias and standard deviation of all the instruments, particularly for SEVIRI and HIRS, is where the bias is reduced by 0.3 K due to the model change in the radiosonde water vapor bias correction in November 2009. Of more interest is the standard deviation of the difference where a significant decrease is seen by the HIRS and SEVIRI channels over the three years, suggesting a gradual improvement in the model's representation of upper tropospheric water vapor.
When Meteosat-9 experienced an anomaly, there were a few short periods when its radiances were replaced by those from Meteosat-8. The corresponding Meteosat-8 SEVIRI O-B biases for channel 11 (13.4 μm) had a mean difference relative to the bias of Meteosat-9 of +1.2 K with Meteosat-9 having the larger negative bias (not shown). This illustrates the problems when trying to derive climate data records from these instruments with the same channels but significantly different inherent biases.
The biases for the 11-μm window channels of each instrument are plotted in Fig. 7 for clear sky over ocean in the SEVIRI full-disk area. As for other channels, the HIRS biases are all very similar and quite negative (∼ −0.8 K). A small negative bias is to be expected (∼ −0.15 K) due to the cooling of the skin of the ocean at night. SEVIRI and IASI have very similar biases (∼ −0.3 K), and AIRS has a bias much closer to zero. AATSR, only available for the last one year and three months, has a mean cool bias of −0.2 K which is close to that expected. What is also evident in Fig. 7 is a sudden change in the bias in March 2010 for all instruments which corresponds to the introduction of the AMSU-A and Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) window channels into the assimilation system which affected the low-level water vapor concentrations in the model and, hence, the simulated radiances for these channels. The IASI channel was less affected by this as it was a "cleaner" window channel with lower sensitivity to water vapor compared to the other instruments.
Radiance biases for the AMSU/MHS microwave channels were also collected but only for just over a year. Microwave sensors are, in general, very stable with time but can be subject to radio-frequency interference and sudden degradations in the receivers. Fig. 8 shows the mean bias and standard deviation of the difference for the high-peaking water vapor MHS channel (3) on Metop-A and NOAA-19. The biases are different for each sensor, but the double difference shows that they are stable with respect to each other. It is the same for the other lower peaking water vapor channels (not shown). The changes in bias and standard deviation over time are similar to those seen in Fig. 6 for the IR water vapor channel which senses the same part of the atmosphere. Note that these two figures are for different areas (i.e., SEVIRI disk versus global).
C. Geographical Variations in Bias
For the polar-orbiting instruments, biases changing around an orbit are possible due to sudden changes in the instrument temperature (e.g., as the satellite crosses the terminator) or occasional intrusion of solar radiation. The biases seen with the SSMIS radiometer provide a good example of biases which vary consistently around an orbit [33] .
The geographical variation of the biases of different instruments is illustrated for the 11-μm window channels in Fig. 9 , which shows maps of SEVIRI, AATSR, and IASI biases for clear-sky radiances over the ocean. All the biases are negative, but whereas IASI biases are closer to zero at ∼ −0.2 K to −0.4 K, SEVIRI has a bias of typically −0.4 K to −0.6 K. AATSR has a lower bias in the tropics and southern hemisphere (< 0.3 K) than IASI but a similar bias to IASI for the extratropical northern hemisphere band. In contrast, the 6.2-μm water-vapor-channel biases (not shown) are similar for SEVIRI, HIRS, and IASI, suggesting that the bias in this case is arising from the NWP model not the instruments.
D. Scene-Dependent Bias
IR and microwave radiometers are assumed to have a linear response with incident radiation, but for a variety of reasons (i.e., detector response and use of space view as calibration reference), small nonlinearities are often present. These can be measured during instrument characterization before launch, but if not adequately taken into account, then a bias which varies with scene temperature [34] can be seen. Another possible cause, not due to the instruments, is the influence of undetected cloud for colder scene temperatures.
The observed changes in bias of the 11-μm window channels for several instruments as a function of scene temperature between 260 K and 300 K are given in Fig. 10 . A limitation of our method using only clear-sky radiances is that the colder scene temperatures for high cold cloud tops are not sampled. For HIRS, the top two panels for Metop-A and NOAA-17 show a reduction in the negative bias with increasing scene temperature. SEVIRI shows a similar trend with zero bias for a scene temperature of 305 K. AIRS and IASI also show similar trends of an increasing positive bias with scene temperature which is consistent with other results [34] . It is interesting to note that AATSR shows no trend for either the nadir or the forward views, and this may be because it has two blackbodies, one at 305 K and one at 256 K. The other sensors only have one blackbody typically at 280 K and use space as the cold target. Another possible explanation is that AATSR has better cloud detection at low scene temperatures. This was investigated by comparing the AATSR nighttime-only data (where only IR channels are used for the cloud detection) with the daytime data (where visible channels are also used). The shape of the bias curve was unchanged from day to night, although the overall bias was slightly less during the day for all scene temperatures. The change in bias with scene temperature for other channels (e.g., 13.4 and 6.2 μm) exhibits a similar increase with scene temperature to that seen at 11 μm.
Another conclusion to be drawn here is that the traditional polar SNOs commonly used to compare biases from different radiometers will only sample a narrow range of cold scene temperatures and, hence, will not measure a bias representative of the global mean. It has also been demonstrated through SNOs of polar orbiters at all latitudes which become possible for short periods due to orbit drift [8] .
E. Satellite Zenith Angle Dependence
It is well known that cross-track sounders have scandependent biases due to the changing reflective properties of the scan mirrors with incidence angle. For microwave instruments, the sidelobes in the antenna pattern also provide a contribution to the radiance which can be from parts of the spacecraft around the instrument. The first component of the bias correction schemes employed by NWP centers [2] attempts to remove this scan bias before applying a second step to remove the remaining air-mass-dependent bias. For the biases computed here, it should be borne in mind that a constant sea surface emissivity is assumed for all viewing angles in the IR simulations. For the microwave channels, the FASTEM-2 model does allow for viewing angle changes in emissivity.
Plots of the bias as a function of viewing incidence angle at the surface appear to be different for each instrument even between the cross-track sounders. For the 11-μm channels, Fig. 11 shows the cross-track variation in the biases. The HIRS-channel-8 biases for three different satellites show a very similar behavior with symmetrically increasing biases away from the nadir view with magnitudes of 0.3 K from nadir to the edge of the scan. IASI also exhibits a similar behavior but with half the magnitude and in the opposite sense (lower biases at the swath edge), suggesting that the properties of the HIRS scan mirrors introduce a scan-dependent calibration error. Although the SEVIRI imaging radiometer has a different viewing configuration, the dependence on incidence angle is the same as that for HIRS. AATSR with an offset conical scan of the surface shows no consistent changes in bias over its limited scan angle range for the nadir view, but the forward-view bias is 0.08 K larger. The fact that the changes in HIRS and IASI scan biases are of opposite sign suggests that the impact of the fixed model emissivity on the results is negligible. AIRS biases (not shown) are slightly larger than those for IASI but are much smaller than those for HIRS with a 0.2-K change from nadir to the edge of the scan.
The biases for the 13.4-μm channels on each instrument at the edge of their scans are at least 0.1 K different from the nadir-view biases (not shown). SEVIRI, with a different scan geometry, has a stronger dependence with an increasing negative bias up to −2.8 K with higher zenith angles up to 45
• , and then, the bias reduces for large angles. These large scan angle dependences in sounding channels suggest that at least part of the apparent bias is due not only to radiometric calibration errors but also to errors in their assumed spectral response functions, which can modify the channels' weighting functions and, hence, their variation with scan angle. The scan angle dependence of the AMSU-A temperature sounding channels is also significant as illustrated in the lower panels of Fig. 11 for Metop-A and NOAA-19 AMSU-A channel 10. This has also been reported in [9] . This bias was found to be consistent between instruments and is stable with time, allowing a fixed bias correction to be effective for assimilation. It is surprising that the bias is not more symmetric about nadir for this channel, but the radiometer "sees" parts of the instrument and spacecraft in its sidelobes which can cause this asymmetry. Other AMSU-A channels show a similar behavior, although surface sensing channels are more symmetric.
F. Day-Night Differences
The change in bias between daytime and nighttime has also been investigated. For SEVIRI, the full diurnal cycle can be sampled, but for the polar orbiters, only one daytime and nighttime measurement is taken at one location; thus, the day minus night difference will strongly depend on the local overpass times. For the platforms included here, NOAA-19 and Aqua have early afternoon overpasses and so would be expected to have the biggest diurnal changes. This is clearly illustrated in Table IX , where the day-night bias differences over the ocean in the SEVIRI coverage area are given. The SEVIRI data are averaged over all the daylight hours, whereas the polar data are just representative of their overpass times.
As expected, the Metop-A and NOAA-17 instruments show smaller diurnal changes. The reason for the diurnal changes is probably originating in the model which does not represent the diurnal thermocline in the sea surface skin temperature, and this potentially can introduce localized biases of several kelvins. Maps of the day-night differences for SEVIRI and NOAA-19 HIRS (not shown) are similar for both instruments, suggesting that the differences do originate from the model. The AATSR day-night difference in Table IX appears to be anomalously high relative to that of the Metop instruments, and it is most likely due to the fact that it has a more effective cloud detection during the day using the visible-channel radiances which increase the detection of low uniform cloud, making daytime radiances slightly warmer. The other instruments (except SEVIRI) have the same cloud detection during the day and night.
For the 13.4-μm temperature sounding channels, there is still evidence of a smaller diurnal variation for SEVIRI, as shown in Table IX , and perhaps HIRS on NOAA-19, but IASI and AIRS show no significant day-night difference. The 6.5-μm water vapor channels on SEVIRI and all the polar sensors show no significant evidence of a day-night difference as they are insensitive to the surface.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This study has, for the first time, compiled a comprehensive data set of the measured radiances from several different satellite instruments and compared them with the corresponding radiances simulated from a state-of-the-art NWP 6-h forecast field. The radiance biases computed are binned according to various different criteria to allow an analysis of the behavior of these biases for several different parameters (e.g., time, location, scene temperature, and incidence angle). The main conclusions from this analysis of the data are summarized here.
Changes in the NWP system can introduce changes in the bias as observed in November 2009 when the model upper tropospheric humidity characteristics were changed which affected the water vapor channels. However, by using the double difference technique between different satellite sensors, the impact of the model changes can be largely removed.
The trend in the drift of the radiance of the SEVIRI 13.4-μm channel using SNOs with other sensors [32] is confirmed using NWP O-B bias statistics presented here. This is caused by the buildup of ice on the detector for this channel. The change in bias is not linear with time but has sudden increases periodically. By autumn of 2011, the relative bias had reached −2.9 K which is averaged over all clear scene temperatures. The GSICS bias monitoring of this channel with respect to IASI suggests a bias of −1.8 K, but this is for a normalized "standard scene temperature" and so cannot easily be compared to the biases presented here. All other SEVIRI channels appear to be stable over the period of this analysis (2009-2011) except for the ozone channel which could not be simulated by the NWP model accurately enough to provide a reliable estimate of the bias.
Comparisons between SEVIRI and HIRS channels were more consistent than those between SEVIRI and IASI or AIRS because the spectral coverage of HIRS and SEVIRI are more similar, which leads to a similar depth of atmospheric layer being sampled. For strict comparisons, this shows the need to integrate the IASI or AIRS radiances over the SEVIRI-channel spectral responses. The O-B biases of the 13.4-μm channels on SEVIRI, IASI, and HIRS (on Metop-A) are all significantly different from each other, highlighting the differences between instruments and the need for bias correction. The O-B bias for the SEVIRI 13.4-μm channel on Meteosat-9 is 1.2 K larger than that for the same channel on Meteosat-8. This inconsistency between the same instruments on different platforms is a concern for climate monitoring purposes and highlights the need for their intercalibration. In contrast, for the 6.2-μm water vapor channel, the biases are all of similar magnitude, which, in this case, is due to the biases in the NWP model water vapor distribution dominating.
The behaviors of all three HIRS sensors on Metop-A, NOAA-17, and NOAA-19 are similar, but the NOAA-17 HIRS channel 1 has an increasing standard deviation in the O-B values between 2009 and 2011, suggesting a degradation in the instrument over time.
The variation of the bias with several different parameters has also been investigated. In general, the O-B bias becomes more positive with increasing scene temperature for all instruments except AATSR where the bias was found to be independent of scene temperature. This is interesting because the AATSR is the only sensor which has two blackbodies, one at 260 K and one at 280 K. The other sensors all use space as the cold target, and so, this result should be investigated further to see if it could have implications for the design of future radiometers for climate monitoring. The change in bias from one edge of the swath to the other (i.e., a function of scan angle) is not insignificant from a climate perspective at about 0.1 K for AATSR and IASI, 0.2 K for AIRS, and 0.5 K for HIRS. For SEVIRI, there appears to be a gradual increase in the negative bias away from nadir for the 10.8-μm window channel but a minimum in the bias at 45
• for the 13.4-μm and other sounding channels. For the AMSU microwave radiances, there is a strong scan angle dependence which is not symmetrical about nadir but is the same for NOAA-19 and Metop-A and stable in time. The stability of the AMSU microwave radiances with time has been demonstrated, although the same channels on different satellites can have quite different biases.
A day-night difference in the O-B bias is observed for clear-sky surface sensing channels, probably due to the diurnal thermocline over the ocean not being represented in the model and also differences in the cloud detection. It is not evident for the upper tropospheric channels.
These results have shown that O-B biases from the Met Office global NWP system can be used as a powerful tool to monitor radiances from all instruments and to intercompare them. This data set of several years will start to inform the utility of these measurements for climate trend monitoring and exploitation in reanalyses (e.g., European Reanalysis of Global Climate Observations). It is planned to continue this work within the EUMETSAT NWP SAF activities and obtain longer time series to understand better the bias characteristics of each instrument for generation of climate data sets. Other instruments (e.g., Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder and Cross track Infrared Sounder on Suomi-NPOESS Preparatory Program) may also be included in the data collection and analysis in the future. Finally, it would be interesting to compare the biases reported here with the Met Office model with those seen at other NWP centers to help separate out the model biases from the instrument biases.
